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Summary. Group mutual exclusion occurs naturally in situa-
tions where a resource can be shared by processes of the same
group, but not by processes of different groups. For example,
suppose data is stored in a CD-jukebox. Then when a disc is
loaded for access, users that need data on the disc can concur-
rently access the disc, while users that need data on a different
disc have to wait until the current disc is unloaded.

The design issues for group mutual exclusion have been
modeled as theCongenial Talking Philosophersproblem, and
solutions for shared-memory models have been proposed [12,
14]. As in ordinary mutual exclusion and many other prob-
lems in distributed systems, however, techniques developed
for shared memory do not necessary apply to message passing
(and vice versa). So in this paper we investigate solutions for
Congenial Talking Philosophers in computer networks where
processes communicate by asynchronous message passing.
We first present a solution that is a straightforward adaptation
from Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm for ordinary mutual ex-
clusion. Then we show that the simple modification suffers a
severe performance degradation that could cause the system
to behave as though only one process of a group can be in the
critical section at a time. We then present a more efficient and
highly concurrent distributed algorithm for the problem, the
first such solution in computer networks.

Key words: Mutual exclusion – Group mutual exclusion –
Resource allocation – Distributed algorithms – Message pass-
ing

1 Introduction

Group mutual exclusion occurs naturally in situations where
a resource can be shared by processes of the same group, but
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not by processes of different groups. For example, suppose
several users are working on a project which has some large
data objects stored in a secondary memory such as a CD-
jukebox. When a user needs to access a data object, the data
object is loaded from the secondary memory to a cache buffer.
To increase performance, once a data object is loaded it will
remain in the buffer until another data object is requested. So
while a data object resides in the buffer, users that need to work
on this data object are allowed to access the buffer (possibly a
number of times), and users that need a different data object
have to wait until no one is working on the data object in the
buffer.

To capture the design issues of mutual exclusion inter-
twined with concurrency, we have presented a problem called
Congenial Talking Philosophers(CTP) [12]. The problem
concerns a set ofN philosophersp1, p2, . . . , pN which spend
their time thinking alone and talking in fora. The philosophers
may like to holdm different foraX1, . . . ,Xm but, due to the
capacity of the meeting room, only one forum can be held at a
time. However, more than one philosopher can be in a forum
simultaneously. Initially, all philosophers are thinking. From
time to time, when a philosopher is tired of thinking, it enters
a waiting state where it wishes to attend a forum of its choice.
A philosopher can choose only one forum at a time, but it
may choose different fora at different waiting states. Given
that there is only one meeting room – the shared resource, a
philosopher attempting to enter the meeting room to attend a
forum can succeed only if the meeting room is empty (and in
this case the philosopher starts the forum), or some philoso-
pher interested in the forum is already in the meeting room
(and in this case the philosopher joins the ongoing forum). We
assume that when a philosopher attends a forum, it spends an
unpredictable but finite amount of time in the forum. After a
philosopher leaves a forum (that is, exits the meeting room),
it returns to thinking.1 We wish to design an algorithm for the
philosophers satisfying the following requirements:

Mutual Exclusion: if some philosopher is in a forum, then no
other philosopher can be in a different forum simultaneously.

1 Throughout the paper, “in a forum” is used synonymously with
“in the meeting room.” So, “to attend/leave a forum” is synonymous
with “to enter/exit the meeting room.”
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Lockout Freedom: a philosopher attempting to attend a fo-
rum will eventually succeed.
ConcurrentOccupancy:if some philosopherp has requested
a forumX and no philosopher is currently attending or request-
ing a different forum, thenp can attendX without waiting for
other processes to leave the forum (see Appendix A.)

CTP is more general than the ordinary mutual exclusion prob-
lem and the Readers and Writers problem [5]. For mutual ex-
clusion, we can dedicate one forum to each philosopher so that
only one process can be in the critical section at a time. For
the Readers and Writers problem, we can employ a READ op-
eration (forum) for all processes (philosophers) in the system,
and a unique WRITE operation for each individual process. A
process attempting to read the shared object then requests the
READ operation to access the object, while it requests its own
WRITE operation when it wishes to update the object. There-
fore, a shared object can be concurrently read by different
processes, while writing alone must be mutually exclusive.

CTP also bears some similarity to thek-exclusion prob-
lem [7,1] in that both allow multiple processes to attend a
critical section. However,k-exclusion imposes a bound on the
number of processes that may attend the critical section si-
multaneously, but does not distinguish between processes that
may attend concurrently.

We are interested in completely decentralized solutions
for the problem. A “semi-distributed” solution can be easily
derived, for example, by employing a “concierge” for each
forum. A philosopher interested in a particular forum first is-
sues a request to the concierge of the forum. The concierges
then compete with one another in a mutually exclusive style
to obtain a privilege for their philosophers to use the meeting
room. The algorithm is “semi-distributed” because although
the contention for the meeting room is resolved in a decen-
tralized manner by the concierges, the decision as to when a
set of philosophers interested in the same forum can enter the
meeting room is determined in a centralized manner by the
concierge of the forum. Furthermore, the “semi-distributed”
solution must process each request for a forum in two stages
(and thus increases synchronization delay): one between the
requesting philosopher and the corresponding concierge, and
the other among the concierges for mutual exclusion.

In this paper we focus on CTP in computer networks
where philosophers communicate byreliableandFIFO asyn-
chronous message passing. Solutions for shared-memory
models are treated in [12,14,2]. While it is true that shared-
memory algorithms can be systematically converted to mes-
sage passing (or the other way around, see, e.g., Ch. 17
of [16]), such a transformation is generally costly. For ex-
ample, the transformation of the shared-memory algorithm
presented in [12] may result in an asymmetric solution where
some processes are designated to maintain the shared vari-
ables, usually in a centralized manner, and so the processes
are often the bottleneck of the performance. The solution also
requires many messages (more than6(N−1)) per entry to the
critical section. (These phenomena also occur in the transfor-
mation of the algorithms in [14,2].) Thus, it is worth investi-
gating solutions that directly take advantage of the underlying
features of the execution model. For example, two processes
that wish to establish a communication in an asynchronous
message-passing system simply execute a pair ofsendand

receivecommands. The system implicitly imposes a causal
ordering on the execution so that thereceivecommand cannot
be executed until the message has arrived. In contrast, a more
sophisticated technique is required in a completely decentral-
ized shared-memory model to ensure that two asynchronous
processes engaged in a communication are properly synchro-
nized so that the information provider will not overwrite the
information before the other process has observed the content.

Indeed, as we shall see shortly in Sect.3, a symmetric
and completely decentralized solution satisfying mutual ex-
clusion, lockout freedom, and concurrent occupancy can be
easily devised by slightly modifying Ricart and Agrawala’s
mutual exclusion algorithm [22].2 This is not the case we
have experienced in the shared-memory model; the algorithm
presented in [12] is somewhat complex and is not a straight-
forward adaptation from existing algorithms for mutual ex-
clusion. Nevertheless, one is easily deceived by this simple
algorithm: its behavior appeared to be fine from static anal-
ysis until we put it on simulation and learned that it is only
slightly better than one imposing mutual exclusion on every
entry to the critical section! Therefore, it is also interesting to
see why such a simple modification does not work and how a
more efficient algorithm can be devised.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect.2
presents some metrics for evaluating solutions for CTP. In
Sect.3 we present the straightforward solution described
above and analyze why the solution has surprisingly poor per-
formance. Section 4 then presents a more concurrent solution.
Conclusions and future work are offered in Sect.5.

2 Complexity measures

Solutions for CTP can be evaluated by two parameters:mes-
sagesandtime. For messages, like the ordinary mutual exclu-
sion problem, we are concerned with the number of messages
the system generates per entry to the critical section – the meet-
ing room. For the time parameter, we are concerned with how
long a philosopher may wait before entering a forum. Instead
of using physical time – which would be system dependent
and hard to analyze, we usepassagesas the basic metric for
evaluating time, as defined below:

Definition 2.1 A passageby pi through the meeting room is
an interval[t1, t2], wheret1 is the timepi enters the meeting
room, andt2 the time it exits the meeting room. The passage is
initiated at t1, and iscompletedat t2. The passage isongoing
at any time in betweent1 andt2. Theattributeof the passage
is 〈pi,X〉, whereX is the forumpi is attending.

When no confusion is possible, we use intervals (denoted
by square brackets[t1, t2]) and attributes (denoted by angle
brackets〈pi,X〉) interchangeably to represent passages. The

2 It is interesting to note that Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm
can also be straightforwardly extended to solvek-exclusion [19]. As
commented earlier,k-exclusion and CTP differ in that ink-exclusion
any two processes can be in the critical section simultaneously so long
as no more thank processes are in the critical section, while in CTP
any number of processes can be in the critical section simultaneously
so long as they all belong to the same group. Thus solutions tok-
exclusion cannot be directly applied to CTP, and vice versa.
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Fig. 1.A layout of passages

phrase “a passage throughX by pi” refers to a passage with
attribute〈pi,X〉.
Definition 2.2 LetS be a set of intervals. A subsetR of S is
a minimal coverof S if for everyα ∈ S, every time instance
in α is in someβ ∈ R (that is,∀ [t1, t2] ∈ S, ∀ t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 :
∃ [t3, t4] ∈ R, t3 ≤ t ≤ t4) and the size ofR is minimal. The
dimensionof S, denoted bydim(S), is the size of a minimal
cover ofS.

For example, Fig. 1 shows a scenario in whichpi waits
for eight passages before it attends a forum. The five passages
〈p1,X〉, 〈p3,X〉, 〈p4,Y〉, 〈p7,Z〉, and〈p8,Z〉 constitute a min-
imal cover of the eight passages shown in the figure. Observe
that passages may overlap. So when measuring the “time”pi

waits in terms of passages, we cannot directly count all the
passages it waits, but rather their dimension. So in this ex-
ample only the above five passages suffice to account forpi’s
wait.

Thepassage complexityis measured bydim(T ), where
T is the maximal set of passages that may be initiated after a
philosopherpi has made a request for a forum, and that must
be completed beforepi can enter the meeting room. Note that
the definition ofT does not include those passages that are
initiated afterpi has made its request, butpi need not wait for
them to be completed in order to enter the meeting room; that
is, we do not count those passages that may be concurrently
ongoing withpi’s.

In practice, a “context switch” occurs when a shared re-
source is “cleaned” for a new group of processes. For example,
when a user requires a different data object in the shared ob-
jects environment described earlier in Sect.1, the storage de-
vice has to unload the old object and then loads the new one.
Depending on the applications, some context switches may be
very time-consuming (such as disk loading and unloading). So
in CTP a philosopher waiting for more passages through the
same forum may in practice need less time than one waiting
for fewer passages through different fora. So, in addition to the
passage complexity, to measure the waiting time we also need
to consider the number of “context switches” a philosopher
may wait.

Definition 2.3 Let UX be a set of passages throughX. Let
ts = min

{
t
∣∣ [t, t′] ∈ UX

}
, and tf = max

{
t′

∣∣ [t, t′] ∈
UX

}
. Then,UX is a round of passages throughX (or simply

a round of X) if:

1. No passage other than those ofUX is initiated in between
ts andtf ; and

2. The last passage initiated beforets and the first passage
initiated aftertf , if they exist, are for a different forum.

In other words, a round ofX is a maximal set of consecutive
passages throughX. If UX is a round ofX, then we say that
the round isinitiated at ts, andcompletedat tf .

The forum-switch (context-switch) complexity is mea-
sured by the maximum number of rounds of passages that
may be initiated after a philosopher has made a request forX,
but before a round ofX is initiated in whichpi makes a pas-
sage throughX. For example, in Fig. 1pi waits for 3 rounds
of passages for its request: a round ofX, a round ofY, and a
round ofZ.

3 A straightforward decentralized solution

3.1 The algorithm

Recall that in Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm [22] forn-
process mutual exclusion, a process requiring entry to the criti-
cal section multicasts a request message to every other process,
and enters the critical section only when all other processes
have replied to this request. To ensure mutual exclusion and
lockout freedom, each processpi maintains a sequence num-
ber SN i, initialized to 0, that is to be updated according to
Lamport’s causality rules [15]. To issue a request, a process
pi increases itsSN i by 1, and attaches the pair〈i, sni〉 to the
request, wherei is the unique identity of the process andsni

is the new value ofSN i. 〈i, sni〉 is used as thepriority of the
request.

Upon receiving a request with priority〈i, sni〉, a process
pj adjusts the value of itsSN j to max(SN j , sni), and uses
the following rules to decide when to reply to the request:

1. pj replies immediately if it does not require entry to the
critical section, or it requires entry to the critical section
and the priority of its request is lower than〈i, sni〉.

2. The reply is delayed ifpj also requires entry to the critical
section and the priority of its request is higher than〈i, sni〉.
The reply is delayed untilpj has exited the critical section.

The priority is ordered as follows: a priority〈i, sni〉 is higher
than 〈j, snj〉, denoted by〈i, sni〉 ≺ 〈j, snj〉, if and only if
sni < snj , or sni = snj andi < j. Also, 〈i, sni〉 	 〈j, snj〉
if and only if 〈i, sni〉 ≺ 〈j, snj〉 or 〈i, sni〉 = 〈j, snj〉.

Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm can be straightforwardly
modified for CTP as follows: A philosopher wishing to attend
a forumX multicasts a request to every other philosopher, and
enters the meeting room when all philosophers have replied to
its request. A request message is of the formReq(〈i, sni〉, X),
which additionally bears the name of the forum the philoso-
pher wishes to attend. Also, a reply message (called anac-
knowledgment) is of the formAck(j), wherej is the identity
of the replying philosopher.

Upon receipt of the request, a philosopherpj uses the fol-
lowing rules to decide when to reply to the request:

1. pj replies immediately if it is not interested in a different
forum, or it is interested in a different forum and the pri-
ority of its request is lower than that ofpi’s request. (A
philosopher isinterestedin a forum if it has issued a re-
quest for the forum, and either it is still waiting to attend
the forum, or it is already in the forum.)

2. The reply is delayed ifpj is interested in a different forum
and the priority of its request is higher than that ofpi’s
request.
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A.1 *[ wish to attend a forum ofX −→
A.2 state := waiting ;
A.3 SN i := SN i + 1;
A.4 multicast Req(〈i,SN i〉, X) to every other philosopher; /* issue a request */
A.5 target := X;
A.6 priority := 〈i,SN i〉; /* store the priority */
B.1 ✷ receiveReq(〈j, sn〉, Y) −→
B.2 SN i := max(SN i, sn); /* adjust sequence number */
B.3 if 〈j, sn〉 ≺ priority

∨
target = Y then

B.4 sendAck(i) to pj ; /* reply to the request immediately */
B.5 elserequests set := requests set ∪ {Req(〈j, sn〉, Y)}; /* defer the reply */
C.1 ✷ receiveAck(j) −→
C.2 acks set := acks set ∪ {Ack(j)};
C.3 if

∣
∣acks set

∣
∣ = N − 1 then { /* received replies from every other philosopher */

C.4 state := talking ; /* enter the meeting room to attend a forum */
C.5 acks set := ∅; }
D.1 ✷ exit a forum oftarget −→
D.2 state := thinking ;
D.3 target := ⊥;
D.4 priority := 〈i, ∞〉; /* reset priority to a minimal value */
D.5 for eachReq(〈j, sn〉, Y) ∈ requests set do sendAck(i) to pj ;
D.6 requests set := ∅;
D.7 ]

Variables:
– state: the state ofpi; see Fig. 3 for the state transition diagram. The initial state isthinking .
– SN i: pi’s sequence number. It is initialized to 0.
– priority : the priority ofpi’s request. It is initialized to a minimal value〈i, ∞〉.
– target : the forumpi wishes to attend, or⊥ otherwise. It is initialized to⊥.
– requests set : the set of requests to whichpi has not yet replied.
– acks set : the set of replies topi’s request.

Fig. 2.Algorithm RA1 executed by philosopherpi

talking

thinking

waiting

Fig. 3.State transition diagram of a philosopher

We refer to the modified algorithm as RA1. The complete
code of RA1 is given in Fig. 2 as a CSP-like repetitive com-
mand [11], which is of the form

∗[gc1 ✷ gc2 ✷ . . .✷ gck]

Eachgci is called aguarded command, which is of the form

b; receive msg −→ S

whereb is a boolean condition called thebooleanguard, and
“receive msg” is called themessageguard. Both the boolean
guard and the message guard are optional. A guarded com-
mand can be executed only if it isenabled, i.e., its boolean
guard evaluates to true and the specified message in the mes-
sage guard has arrived. The execution receives the message
and then the commandS is executed atomically. If there is

more than one enabled guarded command, then one of them is
chosen for execution, and the choice is nondeterministic. We
do, however, require that a guarded command that is continu-
ously enabled be executed eventually.

Note that like most algorithms for mutual exclusion (cf.
[20]), we have assumed two threads of computation for each
philosopher. One is responsible for the philosopher’s normal
activity in statesthinking andtalking , as well as the transition
from thinking to waiting and fromtalking to thinking . The
other is responsible for scheduling the transition fromwaiting
to talking . It does so by sending and receiving messages to
other philosophers, and by making the necessary assignments
to local variables. A solution to the (group) mutual exclusion
problem then specifies the behavior of the second thread.

Note further that in the algorithm, whenpi issues a request
Req(〈i, sn〉,X), we letpi keep the priority〈i, sn〉 in variable
priority until it has leftX. The priority is reset to a minimal
value〈i,∞〉 whenpi is in statethinking . As such, a philoso-
pher now possesses a priority all the time, and so the rules
for a philosopher to decide when to reply to a request can be
simplified as that shown in lines B.3-B.5.

3.2 Analysis of RA1

In this section we prove the correctness of RA1 and analyze
its complexity.
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Theorem 3.1 RA1 guarantees mutual exclusion.

Proof. Assume thatpi and pj both have issued a request
Req(〈i, sni〉,X) andReq(〈j, snj〉,Y), respectively. Without
loss of generality, assume thatpi’s priority is higher. By the
way sequence numbers are maintained,pj ’s request must be
received bypi after pi has issued its request. Whenpj ’s re-
quest arrives atpi, if X = Y, then the reply to the request will
be deferred bypi until pi has leftX. So the two philosophers
cannot be in different fora simultaneously. ��

For the following theorem, we assume that a request for
a forumceases to existonce the requesting philosopher has
completed a passage through the forum.

Theorem 3.2 RA1 guarantees lockout freedom.

Proof. Observe that the sequence numberSN i maintained by
eachpi is nondecreasing, and increases when the philosopher
makes an entry to a forum. So afterpi has issued a request
Req(〈i, sn〉,X), the number of requests with priorities higher
than〈i, sn〉 that could occur in the system is bounded. More-
over, because a philosopher can defer the reply to a request
only if it has a request with priority higher than that of the re-
questing philosopher, and because a philosopher spends only
finite time in a forum, the requests with priorities higher than
〈i, sn〉 will eventually cease to exist. Then all other philoso-
phers will reply topi’s request, thereby ensuring lockout free-
dom. ��
Theorem 3.3 RA1 allows concurrent occupancy.

Proof. This follows from the fact that philosophers interested
in the same forum do not delay one another’s request.��

The following theorem summarizes the static behavior of
RA1.

Theorem 3.4 The message complexity, passage complexity,
and forum-switch complexity of RA1 are all2(N − 1).

Proof. For the message complexity, each entry to the meeting
room requiresN − 1 requests andN − 1 replies.

For the passage complexity, letT be the set of passages that
are initiated afterpi has issued a request (sayReq(〈i, sn〉, X)),
and that must be completed beforepi can enter the meeting
room. We first argue that in between the time (call thist1) pi

issues a request and the time (call thist2) it receives replies
from all other philosophers, eachpj can have at most two
requests with priority higher than that ofpi’s request. This is
because messages over a communication link are delivered
in FIFO order. So ifpi receives a request bypj afterpi has
issuedReq(〈i, sn〉,X), then beforepj issues a new request, it
must have receivedpi’s reply to its previous request, and so it
must have receivedpi’s requestReq(〈i, sn〉,X) sent before the
reply. Sopj ’s new request must have priority lower than that
of pi’s request. So in betweent1 andt2, pj can have at most
two requests with priority higher than that ofpi’s request: one
thatpi receives beforet1, and the other thatpi receives after
t1.3

3 The FIFO assumption can be lifted if acknowledgments are also
“timestamped” by sequence numbers.

The above argument implies that|T | ≤ 2(N − 1). It is
easy to see that the passages inT can be pairwise disjoint.
So the passage complexity of RA1 is2(N − 1). The forum-
switch complexity is also2(N − 1) because two consecutive
passages inT can be for different fora. ��

We now study how RA1 responds to contention. We first
observe that RA1 adopts the following “entry policy”:

No philosopher can attend a forum if there is a higher
priority request from a different philosopher waiting
to enter a different forum.

So the order of entries to the meeting room will entirely be
based on request priorities. To analyze RA1, we consider a
scenario in whichl · k (out of theN ) philosophers wish to
attend a forum simultaneously. Assume that the philosophers
are divided intol groups, each of which consists ofk philoso-
phers, such that philosophers in the same group wish to attend
the same forum.

Suppose that the priorities of the philosophers’ requests
are ordered decreasingly as follows:

p1, p2, . . . , pn1︸ ︷︷ ︸, pn1+1, pn1+2, . . . , pn2︸ ︷︷ ︸, . . .

. . . pns−1+1, pns−1+2, . . . , pns︸ ︷︷ ︸
where philosopherspni−1+1, pni−1+2, . . . , pni all wish to at-
tend the same forum, and the forum is different from the fo-
rum targeted bypni+1, pni+2, . . . , pni+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ s (and let
n0 = 0). By the algorithm, thel · k requests will result ins
rounds of passages (because the philosophers will enter the
meeting room in the order of the priorities of their requests),
where thei th round consists ofni − ni−1 passages.

Consider the expected value ofs andni − ni−1. Observe
that there are(l ·k)! possible ways of ordering thel ·k requests.
Suppose that thel ·k requests have equal probability to assume
each ordering. LetE(l, k) be the expected number of rounds of
passages the requests may generate. In combinatorics,E(l, k)
is equivalent to the expected number of runsl · k balls,k balls
per color, may generate when they are randomly placed on a
line, where arun is defined to be a maximal sequence of balls
of the same color. By a combinatorial analysis [6], we have

E(l, k) = lk − k + 1 (1)

Given that there arel · k requests, the expected number of
passages per round is

lk

lk − k + 1
<

lk

lk − k
=

l

l − 1
(2)

Therefore, whenl increases, the expected number of pas-
sages per round tends to be one. So we can expect that when
the number of foram that philosophers may compete for is
large, RA1 behaves like a mutual exclusion algorithm where
only one philosopher can be in the critical section at a time.
Even when there are only two fora (i.e.,m = 2), at most
two philosophers are expected to attend a forum concurrently,
regardless of how many philosophers are in each group.

Note that the above analysis is based on the assumption that
at any snapshot of the system, the order of priorities of existing
requests to the meeting room is randomly distributed. This
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assumption in turn is based on the observation that after two
philosopherspi andpj have attended a forum, the next time
they make a request, either one of them can obtain a priority
higher than the other, regardless of whose priority was higher
in their previous requests. This is because ifpi’s new request
arrives atpj beforepj makes its request, thenpj ’s priority
will be lower thanpi’s. Similarly, pi’s priority will be lower
thanpj ’s if pj ’s new request arrives atpi beforepi makes its
request. If both philosophers make their requests concurrently,
then their priorities are determined by their sequence numbers
SN i andSN j at the time they make the requests, with tie
breakers being based on philosopher ids. For simplicity, in the
analysis we have assumed an equal chance for eitherpi orpj to
win the priority. As we shall see shortly, the results measured
in our simulation are close to the above analysis.

3.3 Simulation results

In the simulation, we set up a system ofN philosophers and
m fora. The forum a philosopher may choose when it wishes
to attend a forum is set up in two different ways:fixed and
random. In the fixed forum choice, theN philosophers are di-
vided intom disjoint groups. Each group is assigned a unique
forum so that philosophers in the group always choose the fo-
rum to attend when they wish to attend a forum. In the random
forum choice, a philosopher randomly chooses one of them
fora to attend each time it wishes to attend a forum. To distin-
guish between these two settings, we put an extra star ‘∗’ on
the value ofm to indicate that the forum choice is fixed. Thus,
whenm = N∗, the philosophers will use the meeting room
in a mutually exclusive style.

The time a philosopher stays in statethinking and in
statetalking follows an exponential distribution with means
µthinking andµtalking respectively. The message transmission
time also follows an exponential distribution with a mean
µlink delay . In the simulation we fixedµtalking to be250ms,
andµlink delay to be2ms. The choice of these values came
from the observations that CD-ROM access time ranges from
500ms to several milliseconds (depending on the speed)4, and
that message delays in LAN are typically in the order of several
milliseconds. Note that we do not consider forum switch cost.
If needed, the cost per request can be calculated by multiplying
the time needed for a forum switch, and the average number of
forum switches a request has to wait. The simulation program
is written in Java.5.

In the first experiment we studied how RA1 reacts to con-
tention. As can be seen, whenµtalking is fixed, the larger the
value µtalking

µthinking+µtalking
, the more often a philosopher wishes to

attend a forum, and so the higher the level of contention. So
we used µtalking

µthinking+µtalking
as a metric for contention. We varied

µthinking from 9000ms to0ms along thex-axis. We measured
the following three values: (i) averageround size, i.e., the av-
erage number of passages per round, (ii) average number of
forum switches a request has to wait, and (iii)throughput ra-

4 See PC Magazine CD-ROM Drives Performance Tests,
http://www.zdnet.com/pcmag/features/cdrom/
cd-test.htm

5 Some Java applets animating the algorithms for CTP can be found
in http://joung.im.ntu.edu.tw/congenial/

tio T/T0, whereT is the number of entries to the meeting
room per second, andT0 is the number of entries to the meet-
ing room per second when the philosophers use the meeting
room in a mutually exclusive style. For comparison, we setm
to the following values2, 3, 5, 10, and30 (for random forum
choice), and2∗, 3∗, 5∗, 10∗, and30∗ (for fixed forum choice).
The results are shown in the six charts of Fig. 4. Each data
point in the charts is measured by letting each philosopher
make approximately 500 requests.

The two charts on the top show the results measured for
average round size. We can see that when the forum choice is
random (left chart), the average round size is close tom

m−1 as
analyzed in the previous section (see Equation (2)), regardless
of the level of contention. When the forum choice is fixed,
the average round size is close tomm−1 when the contention is
low, and it decreases slightly when the level of contention in-
creases. Intuitively, when the contention is high, more philoso-
phers wish to attend the same forum simultaneously. So if an
algorithm handles concurrency well, then the average round
size should increase. From the experimental results we see
that RA1 has poor concurrency performance. Likewise, we
can expect that the number of forum switches in RA1 will ap-
proach toN−N/m+1 when the level of contention increases
(see Equation (1) in Sect.3.2). This is confirmed by the exper-
imental results shown in the two middle charts. Similarly, the
throughput ratio measured in the two bottom charts show that
little concurrency is offered by RA1.

In the second experiment we studied the performance of
RA1 with respect to the number of foram. Because not all
values ofm can divideN , we use random forum choice in the
experiment. Again, we measured the following: (i) average
round size, (ii) average number of forum switches, and (iii)
throughput ratio. The results are shown on the three charts
of Fig. 5. Each chart shows five curves for each of the fol-
lowing values ofµthinking (in millisecond): 0, 250, 500, 1000,
and 4000, corresponding to the following levels of contention:
100%, 50%, 33.3%, 20%, and 5.9%. From the results we see
that whenm increases, RA1 performs like a mutual exclusion
algorithm regardless of the level of contention.

4 A highly concurrent solution

As analyzed above, the poor concurrency of RA1 is due to the
entry policy that no philosopher can attend a forum if there is a
higher priority request from a different philosopher waiting to
enter a different forum. As a result, if two philosopherspi and
pj are interested in the same forum, but a third philosopher
pk interested in a different forum has obtained a priority in
betweenpi’s andpj ’s, thenpi andpj cannot attend a forum
concurrently. Clearly, concurrency can be increased ifpj can
join pi’s forum. To do so, we can weaken the entry policy to
the following:

No philosopherpj can attend a forumX if there is a
higher priority request from somepk waiting to enter
a different forum, unless there is anotherpi already in
X such thatpi’s request has priority higher thanpk ’s
request.

In the following we present an algorithm to implement the
policy.
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Fig. 4.Performance of RA1 with respect to contention. The left three charts are for random forum choice, where as the right three charts are
for fixed forum choice

4.1 The algorithm

By the new entry policy, we can distinguish two types of
philosophers in a forum:6

• Philosophers that attend the forum because there is no
other philosopher with a higher priority such that the philo-
sopher is interested in a different forum. We call these
philosopherscaptains.

• Philosophers that attend the forum because there is a cap-
tain in the forum. We call these philosopherssuccessors.

6 Note that the definitions of the two types are not disjoint: a
philosopher that can potentially become a captain in a forum may
become a successor.

In RA1, every philosopherpi in a forum can be considered
as a captain. It enters the forum by receiving acknowledgments
to its request from all other philosophers in the system. To
implement the concept of successors, we can modify RA1 to
let pi in a forum captureother philosophers requesting the
same forum to enter the forum. Capturing can be done by
letingpi reply to their requests with aStart message that tells
them to enter the meeting room directly without waiting for
acknowledgments from other philosophers. For now, we do not
allow successors to capture. Section 4.4 considers extensions
of the algorithm that allow successors to capture as well.

In the above scenario, whenpi replies aStart topj , another
pk with priority lower thanpi may have also issued a request
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Fig. 5.Performance of RA1 with respect to the number of foram. Timet in each chart shows the value ofµthinking

for a different forum, and may have already obtainedpj ’s
acknowledgment, waiting for onlypi’s reply. Sopj ’s entry to
the meeting room must be known topk. To do so, whenpi

leaves the forum, in the reply topk ’s request,pi informspk

that it has capturedpj to attend a forum.pk then uses this
information to decide if it has an “up-to-date” reply frompj .
If so, thenpk is sure thatpj has also exited the forum and so
can enter the meeting room; otherwise,pk must wait for a new
reply frompj . Clearly,pj must send such a reply on exiting
the meeting room.

From the above discussion we see that sequence numbers
alone do not convey enough information for philosophers to
decide whether a reply to a request is out-of-date. So in the new
algorithm, referred to as RA2, each philosopherpi maintains
a vector sequence numberVSN i [18]. VSN i is a vector of
natural numbers of lengthN and is initialized to contain all
zeros. The valueVSN i[j] represents a count of requests bypj

that are known atpi, either because they originate there (when
j = i) or because their existence is known through message
passing. LetVSN denote the set of vectors of natural numbers
of lengthN , andN denote the set of natural numbers. The
binary relation ‘≺’ on N × VSN is defined as follows:

〈j, u〉 ≺ 〈k, v〉 iff
∑

l v[l] >
∑

l u[l]

or (
∑

l v[l] =
∑

l u[l] ∧ k > j)

It can be seen that the binary relation ‘≺’ on N × VSN is
antisymmetric and transitive; and for any two pairs〈j, u〉 and
〈k, v〉 such thatj = k, either〈j, u〉 ≺ 〈k, v〉 or〈k, v〉 ≺ 〈j, u〉.

Furthermore,pi also maintains a vectorVF i of natural
numbers of lengthN , whereVF i[j], initialized to 0, represents

a count of entries to the meeting room that are made bypj and
that are known atpi.

The vectors are used as follows: When a philosopherpi

wishes to attend a forumX, it incrementsVSN i[i] by 1 and,
like RA1,pi multicasts a request messageReq(〈i, vsni〉,X) to
every other philosopher, wherevsni is the new value ofVSN i.
The value〈i, vsni〉 is thepriority of the request. A priority
〈j, u〉 is higher than〈k, v〉 if and only if 〈j, u〉 ≺ 〈k, v〉. Un-
like RA1, however,pi enters the meeting room either because
every philosopher has replied with an “up-to-date” acknowl-
edgmentAck , or because some philosopher has replied with a
messageStart . In the former case,pi enters the meeting room
as a captain, (and acts as a captain in the meeting room), while
in the latter casepi enters the meeting room as a successor.
Note that many captains may co-exist in a forum.

Upon receiving a requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X), pj updates
VSN j to merge(VSN j , vsni), where functionmerge(u, v)
is defined as follows:

merge(u, v)[k] = max(u[k], v[k]), 1 ≤ k ≤ N

It can be seen that if a request with priority〈j, u〉 “happens
before” (in Lamport’s causality relation [15]) a request with
priority 〈k, v〉, then

∑
l u[l] <

∑
l v[l], and so〈j, u〉 ≺ 〈k, v〉.

The rules to decide when and how to reply to the request
are as follows:

1. pj replies with an acknowledgmentAck(j, vsni[i], vf j)
(wherevf j is the current value ofVF j) immediately if
either (1) it is also interested inX but is not currently acting
as a captain in the meeting room, or (2) it is not interested
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in X, is not in the meeting room, and has a priority lower
than〈i, vsni〉. (Like RA1, we letpj possess a priority all
the time. The priority is set to〈j, vsnj〉 whenpj issues a
requestReq(〈j, vsnj〉,Y), and is reset to a minimal value
〈j, [∞, . . . ,∞]〉 whenpi exitsY.)

2. pj replies with a messageStart(〈j, vsnj〉, vsni[i]) if it is
in forumX and is acting as a captain in the meeting room.
Note that the reply bearspj ’s current priority〈j, vsnj〉.

3. Otherwise,pj must be interested in a different forum, and
eitherpj is in the meeting room, or its priority is higher
than〈i, vsni〉. In this case,pj delays the reply until it has
exited the meeting room, and then replies topi’s request
with an acknowledgment.

Notice that an acknowledgmentAck(j, vsni[i], vf j) in the
algorithm additionally carries two values:vsni[i] — pi’s se-
quence number in its request, andvf j — pj ’s knowledge (at
the time the acknowledgment is sent) of the counts of entries to
the meeting room made by each philosopher. The valuevsni[i]
is used bypi to determine whether the acknowledgment is to
its current request, or to a previous one. In the latter case
the acknowledgment is out-of-date and must be discarded. A
philosopher may receive an out-of-date acknowledgment be-
cause it can enter the meeting room (as a successor) before it
receives all acknowledgments to its request.

The value ofvf j is for pi to update itsVF i: pi updates
VF i to merge(VF i, vf j) on receipt ofAck(j, vsni[i], vf j).
The new value then is used bypi to check if every acknowledg-
mentAck(k, vsni[i], vf k) it possesses remains up-to-date. In
the algorithm,VF i[k] must be no greater thanvf k[k] in order
for Ack(k, vsni[i], vf k) to remain up-to-date. The intuition
is: VF k[k] must always have a correct count of the number
of entries to the meeting roompk has made. Nopj can have
its VF j [k] greater thanVF k[k] unless somepl has captured
pk, and has increasedVF l[k] to VF k[k] + 1 beforepk re-
ceivespl’s start message. So ifVF i[k] is greater thanvf k[k]
carried bypk ’s acknowledgmentAck(k, vsni[i], vf k), thenpi

knows thatpk has been captured to attend a forum after re-
plying the acknowledgment topi. Sopi must wait for a new
acknowledgment frompk to make sure thatpk has exited the
forum.

The complete code of the algorithm is given in Fig. 6.
Again, the algorithm is presented as a CSP-like repetitive com-
mand consisting of five guarded commands A, B, C, D, and
E.

Messages are of the following three types:

• Req(〈i, vsni〉,X): a request for forumX by pi, where〈i,
vsni〉 is the priority of the request.

• Ack(i, sn, vf i): an acknowledgment bypi to pj ’s sn th
request.vf i is the value ofVF i at the time the acknowl-
edgment is sent.

• Start(〈i, vsni〉, sn): a reply bypi to pj ’s sn th request;
the reply informspj that it can directly enter the meeting
room.〈i, vsni〉 is the priority ofpi at the time the message
is sent.

Some detailed comments on the algorithm are provided
below. First, consider guarded command B that processes re-
quest messages. Afterpi has replied with an acknowledgment
toReq(〈j, vsnj〉,Y), pi may need to send another reply to the
request later on. This happens when (1)pi subsequently en-
ters the meeting room as a captain and wishes to capturepj

to join the forum, or (2)pi is captured to attend the meeting
room and needs to send a new acknowledgment topj after
it has exited the meeting room. Therefore, a request message
may need to be saved for another reply. In the algorithm, re-
quest messages are kept inrequests set . Obviously, only the
most recent request per philosopher needs to be saved; see
lines B.3-4. Lines B.7-13 implement the three rules described
earlier regarding how request messages are processed. Each
new request is kept inrequests set (line B.6) until pi deter-
mines that it is out-of-date; see the comment below.

Acknowledgments are processed by guarded command C.
pi enters the meeting room as a captain only when its request
has been acknowledged by every other philosopher (line C.10).
Then, for each request forX in requests set , pi sends aStart
message to capture the requesting philosopher to join the fo-
rum (lines C.16-19). The requests inrequests set bearing a
priority higher than that ofpi’s request can now be deleted
(lines C.20-21) because the requesting philosophers must have
already entered the meeting room for their requests, for oth-
erwise they will not acknowledgepi’s request. Ifpi instead
enters the meeting room as a successor (line D.3), then it re-
moves the captain’s request and the requests inrequests set
that bear a priority higher than that of the captain’s request
(lines D.7-8). The captain’s priority carried by a start message
is used to determine which requests have ceased to exist.

On exiting the meeting room,pi must reply to the requests
that are held inrequests set . Not every request needs to be
replied to, though. For example, if the value ofvsnj [j] in
a requestReq(〈j, vsnj〉,Y) is less than or equal toVF i[j],
then, obviously, the request has been granted and so no
reply is needed. Moreover, ifpi acknowledges a request
Req(〈j, vsnj〉, Y) while it is in Y, then the acknowledgment
must carry the most up-to-date count of entriespi has made
to the meeting room. Sopi need not send a new acknowledg-
ment upon exiting the forum. The setfriend requests is used
to store such requests (lines B.14-16 and E.3). Lines E.2-6
determine which request needs to be replied and which needs
to be removed.

Note that afterpi has replied to a request (say, bypj) of
the same interest (say, forumY), pi may still need to keep the
request inrequests set . This is because there is no guarantee
thatpj ’s request will be granted before or concurrently with
pi’s request regardless of whose priority is higher. For exam-
ple, supposepi is captured bypk to attendY. Suppose further
thatpj ’s request arrives atpk afterpk has leftY (so thatpk

is unable to capturepj in time), andpj ’s request arrives atpi

beforepk has capturedpi. Then, whenpi acknowledgespj ’s
request,pj ’s knowledge ofVF i[i] is one less than the count
it learns frompk ’s acknowledgment later on. Sopi must send
a new acknowledgment topj upon exitingY. Moreover, after
pi has sent the new acknowledgment,pi may request another
forum and then be captured again to enter the meeting room
beforepj is allowed to enter the meeting room. Sopi’s sec-
ond acknowledgment again becomes out-of-date and a new
one must be issued. In the worst case,pi needs to keeppj ’s
request until it learns that the request has ceased to exist.

Finally, supposepk capturespj , and letReq(〈j, vsnj〉,X)
bepj ’s request. Becausepk sets itsVF k[j] to vsnj [j] upon
capturingpj , until pj receivespk ’s start messageVF k[j] is
greater thanVF j [j] (whose value isvsnj [j] − 1 when pj

issues its request). In the meantime, anotherpi may learn
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A.1 *[wish to attend a forum ofX −→
A.2 VSN i[i] := VSN i[i] + 1;
A.3 target := X;
A.4 priority := 〈i,VSN i〉; /* obtain a priority for its request */
A.5 state := waiting ;
A.6 multicast Req(〈i,VSN i〉, X) to every other philosopher; /* issue a request */

B.1 ✷ receiveReq(〈j, vsnj〉, Y) −→
B.2 VSN i := merge(VSN i, vsnj); /* adjustVSN i */
B.3 if ∃Req(〈j, vsn ′

j〉, Z) ∈ requests set then /* removepj ’s previous request */
B.4 requests set := requests set − {Req(〈j, vsn ′

j〉, Z)};
B.5 if VF i[j] < vsnj [j] then {
B.6 requests set := requests set ∪ {Req(〈j, vsnj〉, Y)};
B.7 if (target = Y

∧ ¬is captain)
∨

(target �= Y
∧

state �= talking
∧ 〈j, vsnj〉 ≺ priority) then

B.8 sendAck(i, vsnj [j],VF i) to pj ;
B.9 else iftarget = Y

∧
is captain then {

B.10 sendStart(priority , vsnj [j]) to pj ; /* capturepj */
B.11 /* pi is sure thatpj will make itsvsnj [j] th entry to the meeting room */
B.12 VF i[j] := max(VF i[j], vsnj [j]);
B.13 } /* otherwise,target �= Y

∧
(state = talking

∨
priority ≺ 〈j, vsnj〉); the reply is deferred. */

B.14 if target = Y
∧

state = talking then
B.15 /* pi need not re-send a reply to the request on exiting the meeting room * /
B.16 friend requests := friend requests ∪ {Req(〈j, vsnj〉, Y)};
B.17 } /* else the request is out-of-date */

C.1 ✷ receiveAck(j, sn, vf j) −→
C.2 VF i := merge(VF i, vf j); /* adjustVF i */
C.3 /* let priority be〈i, vsni〉 */
C.4 if vsni[i] = sn

∧
state �= talking then { /* otherwise the acknowledgment is out-of-date */

C.5 if ∃Ack(j, sn ′, vf ′
j) ∈ acks set then /* removepj ’s previous reply */

C.6 acks set := acks set − {Ack(j, sn ′, vf ′
j)};

C.7 acks set := acks set ∪ {Ack(j, sn, vf j)};
C.8 for eachAck(k, sn ′′, vf k) ∈ acks set do /* remove out-of-date acknowledgments */
C.9 if vf k[k] < VF i[k] then acks set := acks set − {Ack(k, sn ′′, vf k)};
C.10 if

∣
∣acks set

∣
∣ = N − 1 then { /* received acknowledgments from every other philosopher */

C.11 state := talking ; /* enter the meeting room as a captain */
C.12 VF i[i] := VF i[i] + 1;
C.13 is captain := true;
C.14 acks set := ∅;
C.15 for eachReq(〈l, vsnl〉, Y) ∈ requests set do
C.16 if target = Y ∧ VF i[l] < vsnl[l] then {
C.17 /* capture the congenial philosopher */
C.18 sendStart(priority , vsnl[l]) to pl;
C.19 VF i[l] := max(VF i[l], vsnl[l]); }
C.20 else if〈l, vsnl〉 ≺ priority then /* the request is out-of-date */
C.21 requests set := requests set − {Req(〈l, vsnl〉, Y)};
C.22 } /* end of if-then statement in line C.10 */
C.23 } /* end of if-then statement in line C.4 */
D.1 ✷ receiveStart(〈j, vsnj〉, sn) −→
D.2 /* let priority be〈i, vsni〉 */
D.3 if vsni[i] = sn

∧
state �= talking then { /* captured bypi */

D.4 state := talking ; /* enter the meeting room as a successor */
D.5 VF i[i] := VF i[i] + 1;
D.6 acks set := ∅;
D.7 for eachReq(〈l, vsnl〉, Y) ∈ requests set do /* remove the captain’s request and the

requests that bear a priority higher than that of the captain */
D.8 if 〈l, vsnl〉 � 〈j, vsnj〉 then requests set := requests set − {Req(〈l, vsnl〉, Y)};
D.9 } /* else, out-of-date message */

Fig. 6.Algorithm RA2 executed by philosopherpi
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E.1 ✷exit a forum oftarget −→
E.2 for eachReq(〈j, vsnj〉, Y) ∈ requests set do
E.3 if VF i[j] < vsnj [j]

∧
Req(〈j, vsnj〉, Y) �∈ friend requests then

E.4 sendAck(i, vsnj [j],VF i) to pj ;
E.5 else ifVF i[j] ≥ vsnj [j] then /* the request is out-of-date */
E.6 requests set := requests set − {Req(〈j, vsnj〉, Y)};
E.7 target := ⊥;
E.8 friend requests := ∅;
E.9 priority := 〈i, [∞, . . . , ∞]〉;
E.10 is captain := false;
E.11 state := thinking ;
E.12 ]

Variables:
• state: the state ofpi (see Fig. 3 for the state transition diagram). The initial state isthinking .
• VSN i: a vector of lengthN , whereVSN i[j], initialized to 0, represents a count of requests that are made bypj and that are

known atpi.
• VF i: a vector of lengthN , whereVF i[j], initialized to 0, represents a count of entries to the meeting room that are made by or

authorized topj and that are known atpi.
• priority : the priority ofpi. It is initialized to a minimal value〈i, [∞, . . . , ∞]〉.
• target : the forumpi wishes to attend, or⊥ otherwise. It is initialized to⊥.
• is captain: a boolean variable indicating ifpi is a captain. It is initialized to false.
• requests set : set of the most recent requests issued by other philosophers. It is initialized to∅.
• friend requests: set of requests that are for the same forum aspi’s request and that are received whilepi is in the meeting room.
• acks set : the set of acknowledgments topi’s request. It is initialized to∅

Fig. 6.Algorithm RA2 executed by philosopherpi (continued)

of the newVF k[j], and so also has itsVF i[j] greater than
VF j [j]. As a result, care must be taken to preventpj from
miscounting itsVF j [j] using the value learned from other
philosophers. In the algorithm, aReq(〈j, vsnj〉, X) arriving
at pi is considered out-of-date and is removed right away if
VF i[j] ≥ vsnj [j] (line B.5). Therefore,pj will never receive
anAck(i, vsnj [j], vf i) such thatvf i[j] > VF j [j].

4.2 Analysis of RA2

We now prove the correctness of RA2. For the purpose of
analysis, we formalize the terms we used in the algorithm.
Recall from the algorithm that for a philosopherpi to attend a
forumX, pi has to issue a requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X), and waits
until one of the following two conditions is satisfied:

1. it has received an “up-to-date” acknowledgment from ev-
ery other philosopher (line C.10);

2. it has received aStart from somepj (line D.3).

In the first case,pi enters statetalking (or, more colloquially,
enters the meeting room) as acaptain, while in the second case
pi enterstalking as asuccessor. Also, in the second case,pj

is pi’s captain, andpj capturespi at the time when it replies
theStart message topi. In either case, we say that the request
has beengranted. The requestceases to existafterpi has left
X. pi is waiting for X in between the time it issues the request
until the time the request is granted.pi is interested inX in
between the time it issues the request until the time it leaves
X.

We begin with mutual exclusion, for which we need the
following two lemmas.

Lemma 4.1 Suppose that pi and pj have issued
Req(〈i, vsni〉, X) and Req(〈j, vsnj〉,Y), respectively. If
〈i, vsni〉 ≺ 〈j, vsnj〉, thenpj cannot enter statetalking as a
captain untilpi has leftX.

Proof. Sincepi’s request has a higher priority, the request
must be issued beforepj ’s request arrives, andpi will not
acknowledgepj ’s request untilpi has leftX. Since in order
for pj to enter statetalking as a captain it must receive an
acknowledgment frompi, pj cannot enter statetalking as a
captain untilpi has leftX. ��
Lemma 4.2 Suppose that a philosopherpi interested inX
enters statetalking as a captain at timet1, and leaves the state
att2. Then, no other philosopher interested in a different forum
can enter statetalking as a captain until all philosophers
captured bypi in betweent1 andt2 have leftX.

Proof. Let Req(〈i, vsni〉,X) be pi’s request. Suppose that
somepj issuingReq(〈j, vsnj〉,Y) enters statetalking as a
captain at timet for somet ≥ t1 andX = Y. By Lemma 4.1,
〈i, vsni〉 ≺ 〈j, vsnj〉. Letpk be a philosopher that is captured
by pi in betweent1 andt2, and letReq(〈k, vsnk〉,X) bepk ’s
request.

Observe that because the priority ofpi’s request is higher
than that ofpj ’s request,pj cannot receivepi’s acknowl-
edgment toReq(〈j, vsnj〉,Y) until pi has leftX. Let Ack(i,
vsnj [j], vf i) be the acknowledgment. Sincepi capturespk,
vf i[k] ≥ vsnk[k]. So, immediately beforepj enters state
talking , VF j [k] ≥ vf i[k] ≥ vsnk[k] (becausepj has updated
itsVF j [k] via the value ofvf i[k] carried bypi’s acknowledg-
ment). In order forpj to enter statetalking as a captain the
acknowledgment frompk, sayAck(k, vsnj [j], vf k), must be
up-to-date. That is,vf k[k] ≥ VF j [k]. Sovf k[k] ≥ vsnk[k].
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To send out such an acknowledgment,pk must have leftX, for
otherwisepk cannot increment itsVF k[k] to vsnk[k]. Sopj

cannot enter statetalking as a captain whilepk is still in X. ��
Theorem 4.3 RA2 guarantees mutual exclusion.

Proof. Suppose by contradiction thatpi is in statetalking at-
tendingX and, at the same time,pj is in statetalking attending
Y, whereX = Y. There are four cases to consider, depending
on whether they enter statetalking as a captain or as a suc-
cessor. By Lemma 4.1,pi andpj cannot both enter the state
as a captain; and by Lemma 4.2, it is not possible, either, that
one of them enters statetalking as a captain while the other
as a successor. Moreover, since a captain can capture philoso-
phers only when it is in statetalking , by Lemma 4.2,pi andpj

cannot both enter statetalking as a successor. Contradiction.
��

We now prove lockout freedom, for which we need the
following lemmas.

Lemma 4.4While pi is waiting for X and before it has left
X, every otherpj can make at most two entries to the meeting
room as a captain to attend a different forum.

Proof. To enter the meeting room as a captain, a philosopher
must receive acknowledgments to its request from every other
philosopher. Due to the vector sequence numbers maintained
by the philosophers and the FIFO delivery in each commu-
nication link, afterpi has issued a requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X),
eachpj can issue at most one request with a priority higher
than〈i, vsni〉 if pj subsequently enters the meeting room as a
captain. This is becausepi’s acknowledgment topj ’s request
must be received bypj after Req(〈i, vsni〉,X) has arrived.
So subsequent requests bypj must have a priority lower than
〈i, vsni〉. While waiting forX and before leavingX, pi does
not acknowledge any request for a different forum with a lower
priority. So eachpj interested in a different forum can make
at most one entry to the meeting room as a captain in such
a way that the request is received bypi after pi has issued
Req(〈i, vsni〉,X).

Clearly, whilepi is waiting for X, pj can make at most
one entry to the meeting room to attend a different fo-
rum in such a way that the request is received bypi be-
fore pi issuesReq(〈i, vsni〉,X). Overall, afterpi has issued
Req(〈i, vsni〉,X) and before it has leftX, pj can make at most
two entries to the meeting room as a captain to attend a dif-
ferent forum. ��

The above lemma implies that afterpi has issued a request
for X, at most2(N−1) entries to the meeting room can “over-
take”pi’s request in such a way that each entry is for a forum
different fromX, and the philosopher making this entry acts
as a captain in the meeting room.

Lemma 4.5 Assumej = i. Then, at any time instance, either
(1)V Fj [i] ≤ V Fi[i], or (2)V Fj [i] = V Fi[i]+1, pi has made
a requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X), wherevsni[i] = V Fi[i]+1, some
philosopherpk has replied to the request with a start message,
andpi has not yet received the message.

Proof. Recall from the algorithm thatpj changesV Fj [i] only
when (a) it receives anAck(l, sn l, vf l) such thatvf l[i] >

V Fj [i] (line C.2), or (b) it is in the meeting room and has
replied to a requestReq(〈i, vsn ′

i〉,X′) with a start message
(lines B.12 and C.19). SinceV Fj [i] = V Fi[i] = 0 initially
and sinceV Fi[i] is incremented only whenpi has made an
entry to the meeting room, if no philosopher has ever replied
to pi’s requests with a start message, thenV Fj [i] ≤ V Fi[i]
all the time.

So if V Fj [i] = v1 > V Fi[i] = v2 at some timet, then
there must exist somepk such thatpk is the first philosopher
to set itsV Fk[i] to a value (sayv3) greater thanv2. Let t′ ≤ t
be the timepk setsV Fk[i] to v3. Then,pk must have received
a requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X) by pi such thatvsni[i] = v3, have
replied to the request with a start message, and have setV Fk[i]
to v3 via lines B.12 or C.19. Clearly, at this momentpi must
have not yet made itsv3th entry to the meeting room; other-
wise,VF i[i] would have a value no less thanv3, contradicting
the assumption thatVF i[i] is still less thanv3 at timet. So
VF i[i] < v3 at time t′. Sincepi has already made itsv3th
request,VF i[i] ≥ v3 − 1 at t′. SoVF i[i] = v3 − 1 at t′.

Let t′′ be the timepi advancesVF i[i] to v3. Observe that
pi will not issue any new request in betweent′ andt′′. So for
every philosopherpl, l = i, pl can advanceVF l[i] to at most
v3, regardless of how it learns of this value. Moreover,pi must
not have receivedpk ’s start message in betweent′ andt′′, for,
otherwise,pi will make its v3th entry to the meeting room.
The fact thatVF i[i] = v3 − 1 at t′ andt′ ≤ t implies that
VF i[i] ≥ v3 − 1 at t. However,VF i[i] = v2 < v3 at t. So
VF i[i] = v3−1 att, andt ≤ t′′. SoVF j [i] can be advanced to
at mostv3 att. Since at timet V Fj [i] = v1 > V Fi[i] = v3−1,
V Fj [i] = v3 at t.

So at timet, V Fj [i] = V Fi[i] + 1, pi has made a re-
questReq(〈i, vsni〉,X) wherevsni[i] = V Fi[i] + 1, some
philosopherpk has replied to the request with a start message,
andpi has not yet received the message. The lemma therefore
follows. ��
Lemma 4.6 Suppose pj has received a request
Req(〈i, vsni〉,X) by pi. Then, when the request is removed
from pj ’s requests set , either (1) the request has ceased to
exist, or (2)pi is already in the meeting room attendingX, or
some philosopherpk has replied to the request with a start
message (but the message has not yet arrived atpi).

Proof. Whenpj receives a requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X), it keeps
the request inrequests set until (a)pj receives another request
from pi (line B.4), (b)pj enters the meeting room as a captain
to attend a different forum, andpj ’s priority is lower than
〈i, vsni〉 (line C.21), (c)VF j [i] is greater than or equal to
vsni[i] (lines B.17 and E.6), or (d)pj enters the meeting room
as a successor and the priority ofpj ’s captain is lower than or
equal to〈i, vsni〉 (line D.8).

In Case (a), since messages are delivered in FIFO order,
whenpj receives another request frompi,pi must have already
attendedX and so the requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X) has ceased to
exist.

In Case (b), by Lemma 4.1, whenpj enters the meeting
room as a captain,pi must have attendedX and so the request
Req(〈i, vsni〉,X) has ceased to exist.

In Case (c),VF i[i] must be equal tovsni[i] − 1 when
pi makes the requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X), and remains in the
same value untilpi attendsX (note thatpi will never advance
VF i[i] using a value learned from another philosopher). By
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Lemma 4.5, whenpj finds thatVF j [i] ≥ vsni[i], it must be
the case that eitherpi’s request has ceased to exist, or some
philosopher has replied to the request with a start message. So
the lemma is also proven for this case.

In Case (d), letpk be pj ’s captain, and let〈k, vsnk〉 be
pk ’s priority. Clearly, if k = i then we are done. So assume
thati = k. Sincepk enters the meeting room as a captain, and
sincepi’s priority is higher thanpk ’s, pk must have already
receivedpi’s request beforepk enters the meeting room. There
are two subcases to consider.

1. pi’s request is still inpk ’s requests set beforepk enters
the meeting room. Thenpk andpi must be interested in the
same forum. Thenpk will also reply topi’s request with
a start message whenpk enters the meeting room. So we
are done.

2. pi’s request has already been removed frompk ’s
requests set whenpk enters the meeting room. Thenpk

must have removed the request because of a reason similar
to one of the above four cases. In any case, it is easy to see
that eitherpi has already attendedX, or some philosopher
has sentpi a start message. So the case is also proven.��

Lemma 4.7 Supposepi’s requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X) has the
highest priority among all existing requests.Then,pi will even-
tually enter the meeting room.

Proof. Given that every message is eventually delivered, we
may assume that no message is currently in transit. So ev-
ery philosopher has receivedpi’s request. Moreover, we shall
assume that every philosopher still keeps the request in its
requests set . Otherwise, the lemma is proven because by
Lemma 4.6pi must have entered, or will eventually enter,
the meeting room.

When a philosopherpj receivespi’s request, either (1) it
replies to the request immediately, or (2) it defers the reply
until it has left a forum (lines B.7-13). In the latter case,pj must
be interested in a forum different fromX, and either (2.1)pj

is already in the meeting room, or (2.2)pj has not yet entered
the meeting room, but its request has priority higher than that
of pi’s request. In Case (2.1),pj will eventually reply topi’s
request when it exits the meeting room (lines E.2-4) because
it can spend only finite time in the meeting room. Case 2.2
cannot be applied here because by the lemma assumptionpi’s
request has the highest priority in the system. So in either
Case (1) or Case (2),pj will reply to pi’s request.

So assume that everypj , j = i, has replied topi’s request.
If some of the replies is aStart , then clearlypi will enter
the meeting room. Otherwise, all the replies are acknowledg-
ments. If every acknowledgmentAck(j, vsni[i], vf j) is up-
to-date, i.e.,VF i[j] ≤ vf j [j], thenpi will enter the meeting
room (lines C.8-10). So for the rest of the proof it remains to
consider the case that someAck(j, vsni[i], vf j) is out-of-date.

We argue that ifAck(j, vsni[i], vf j) is out-of-date, i.e.,
VF i[j] > vf j [j], thenpj will sendpi a new acknowledgment
Ack(j, vsni[i], vf ′

j) with vf ′
j [j] = vf j [j] +1. To see this, ob-

serve that the value ofVF j [j] must be equal tovf j [j] whenpj

sentAck(j, vsni[i], vf j). So whenpi considers the acknowl-
edgment out-of-date, eitherVF j [j] = vf j [j], or VF j [j] >
vf j [j]. If VF j [j] = vf j [j], by Lemma 4.5pj will make an
entry to the meeting room. Sopj will send a new acknowl-
edgmentAck(j, vsni[i], vf ′

j) with vf ′
j [j] = vf j [j] + 1 to pi

after exiting the meeting room. IfVF j [j] > vf j [j], thenpj

must have made an entry to the meeting room after sending
Ack(j, vsni[i], vf j) to pi. So pj will re-sendpi a new ac-
knowledgmentAck(j, vsni[i], vf ′

j) with vf ′
j [j] = vf j [j]+ 1.

If pj ’s new Ack is up-to-date, thenpi eventually enters
the meeting room. Otherwise,pj must re-enter the meeting
room. However, sincepi’s request has the highest priority, by
Lemma 4.1, no philosopher can act as a captain attending a
different forum whilepi is waiting forX. Sopj can only re-
enter the meeting room to attendX. If pj re-enters the meeting
room as a captain, then sincepj still keepspi’s request in its
requests set ,pj will reply to pi’s request with aStart message
when it enters the meeting room (lines C.15-19). Ifpj re-enters
the meeting room as a successor, then there must exist some
pk which acts as a captain in the meeting room attendingX.
By our assumption,pk has also receivedpi’s request. Ifpk

receivedpi’s request before it entered the meeting room, then
pk must have sent aStart to pi when it entered the meeting
room (lines C.15-19), regardless of the fact that it has already
replied anAck to pi. If pk receivedpi’s request after it has
entered the meeting room, thenpk must have also replied a
Start topi upon receivingpi’s request (lines B.9-12). In either
case,pi will eventually receivepk ’s Start message and will
then attendX. ��
Theorem 4.8 RA2 guarantees lockout freedom.

Proof. From Lemma 4.4, after a philosopherpi has issued a
request forX, at most2(N − 1) entries to the meeting room
can precedepi’s such that each of the entries is for a forum
different fromX, and the philosopher making this entry acts
as a captain in the meeting room. Because of the following
three facts:

• only a philosopher acting as a captain in the meeting room
can capture philosophers to enter the meeting room,

• a philosopher spends only finite time in the meeting room,
and

• Lemma 4.7 that the request with the highest priority will
eventually be granted,

afterpi has issued a request forX, it will eventually enter the
meeting room to attendX. ��
Theorem 4.9 RA2 allows concurrent occupancy.

Proof. This follows directly from the fact that if some philoso-
phers have issued requests forX and no philosopher is inter-
ested in a different forum, then all the requests forX will be
acknowledged immediately when they are received by their
destination philosophers. So the philosophers interested inX
can attend the forum concurrently. ��

4.3 Performance analysis

In this section we analyze the performance of the algorithm
from various perspectives. For message complexity, because
some responses to a request may be caused by other requests,
we measure the amortized cost.

Theorem 4.10 (Message Complexity)The amortized mes-
sage cost per entry to the meeting room is at most3(N − 1).
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Proof. A philosopherpi multicasts a requestReq(〈i, vsni〉,X)
to every other philosopher when it wishes to attend a forum. A
philosopherpj responds topi’s request in one of the following
ways:

1. It does not reply any message (because it learns from an-
other philosopher thatpi has been captured to attend a
forum).

2. It replies to the request with exactly one message – either
aStart or anAck .

3. It replies to the request with anAck and then aStart .
4. It replies to the request with at least twoAcks. There are

two subcases: eitherpj ’s replies are allAcks, or are a
sequence ofAcks followed by aStart .

To simplify the proof, in Case 4 we consider only the second
subcase. The first subcase can be proved similarly. Let the
replies in this case bemsg1,msg2, . . . , msg l+1. This case
happens whenpj , which has also made a request, say,Req1, is
captured to attend a forum after replyingmsg1 to pi. pj sends
msg2 to pi on exiting the forum. Thenpj makes a second
requestReq2, is captured again to attend a forum, and sends
msg3 topi on exiting the forum; and so on untilpj sendsmsg l

to pi. Thenpj makes thel th requestReq l, enters the meeting
room as a captain, and sendsmsg l+1 (which is aStart) to pi.

We can envisage eachmsgk, 1 < k ≤ l + 1, as being
caused byReqk−1 so thatmsgk is counted as a “reply” by
pi to Reqk−1. Sopj replies toReq(〈i, vsni〉, X) with msg1,
whilepi “replies” toReqk−1 with msgk. Still, pi may actually
reply some messages toReq1, . . . ,Req l. Clearly, if pi does
not reply to any of the requests with anAck and then aStart
(i.e., Case 3 above), then each request message generates at
most two replies by the receiver. So the amortized cost per
entry to the meeting room is at most3(N − 1), and so we
are done with the proof. Even ifpi does reply to one of thel
requests with anAck and then aStart , we can still amortize
the cost to3(N − 1) because only one message (i.e.,msg1) is
counted as a reply bypj toReq(〈i, vsni〉,X). In the following
we show that indeedpi can reply to at most one of thesel
requests with anAck and then aStart , thereby establishing
the theorem.

We first show that afterReq(〈i, vsni〉,X) has ceased to
exist,pi cannot make a new request (say,Req ′), and reply a
Start toReqk whenReq ′ is granted for any1 ≤ k ≤ l. This is
becausepi must receivepj ’s Ack to Req ′ before it can reply
aStart to Reqk. ThisAck must be sent beforemsgk+1; oth-
erwise, because messages are delivered in FIFO order,pi will
receivemsgk+1 before it receives theAck . Then bymsgk+1
pi will know that Reqk has ceased to exist and so will not
reply aStart to Reqk. On the other hand, the fact thatpj ’s
Ack to Req ′ is sent beforemsgk+1 implies thatpj receives
Req ′ before it repliesmsgk+1 to Req(〈i, vsni〉,X). By Req ′

pi knows thatReq(〈i, vsni〉,X) has ceased to exist, and so will
not replymsgk+1 to Req(〈i, vsni〉,X); contradiction.

Next, we show that beforepi issuesReq(〈i, vsni〉, X), pi

cannot make a request (say,Req ′′) and reply aStart to any
Reqk when the request is granted. Clearly, becausemsg1 is
sent afterpi issuesReq(〈i, vsni〉,X), Req ′′ must have ceased
to exist whenpj issuesReq2 (and the following requests). So
it remains to consider whether or notpi can reply aStart to
Req1 afterReq ′′ is granted (and before it ceases to exist). If
this is case, thenpj must receiveReq ′′ and reply anAck to

the request before it repliesmsg1 to Req(〈i, vsni〉,X). When
pi receivespj ’s Ack and enters the meeting room as a cap-
tain, theStart message it replies toReq1 must arrive atpj

beforeReq(〈i, vsni〉,X) does (because, again, messages are
delivered in FIFO order). Sopj must have already attended a
forum forReq1 when it receivesReq(〈i, vsni〉,X). Recall that
msg2 is sent whenpj exits the forum. Somsg1 is sent while
pj is still in the forum. By the algorithm, ifpj has replied an
Ack to Req(〈i, vsni〉,X) when it is in a forum, then the re-
quest will be placed infriend requests (line B.16) andpj will
not reply another message to the request on exiting the forum
(line E.3). This then contradicts the fact thatpj repliesmsg2
to Req(〈i, vsni〉,X) on exiting the forum.

From the above arguments we see that ifpi replies aStart
to someReqk, 1 ≤ k ≤ l, then theStart must be sent
after Req(〈i, vsni〉,X) has been granted, and before the re-
quest ceases to exist. So for any subsequent requestReqh,
k < h ≤ l, if pi replies toReqh with a Start , thenpi must
still be in the forum requested byReq(〈i, vsni〉,X), and will
not reply anAck to Reqh before it replies theStart . So only
one message is replied bypi toReqh. Sopi can reply to at most
one of the requestsReq1, . . . ,Req l with anAck and then a
Start . This completes the proof of the theorem. ��

Theorem 4.11 (Forum-Switch Complexity) After a
philosopherpi has issued a request forX, at most2(N − 1)
rounds of passages can be initiated before a round ofX is
initiated in whichpi makes a passage throughX.

Proof. By Lemma 4.2, the passages made by a captain and its
successors must belong to the same round. So every round of
passages must be initiated by a philosopher that attends the
meeting room as a captain. By Lemma 4.4, afterpi has issued
a request forX, at most2(N − 1) rounds of passages can be
initiated before a round ofX is initiated in whichpi makes a
passage throughX. The lemma therefore follows. ��

Lemma 4.12 Suppose a philosopherpi makes a passageα =
[ti,s, ti,f ] through the meeting room, andpi acts as a captain
in the meeting room. Suppose further thatk philosophers have
been captured bypi while pi is in the meeting room (where
each of them may be captured more than once). LetR be
the set of passages consisting ofα and the passages made
by thek philosophers when they are captured bypi. Then,
dim(R) ≤ k + 1.

Proof. Let pj be a philosopher that has been captured bypi

in α, and letβ = [tj,s, tj,f ] be the passage made bypj when
it is captured. Clearly,tj,s > ti,s. Moreover, ifpj has been
captured again bypi after it has madeβ, then tj,f < ti,f ;
that is,β is contained inα. So, to calculatedim(R) we can
simply calculatedim(R′), whereR′ consists ofα and, for
eachpj that has been captured bypi in α, the last passage
γj made bypj when it is captured bypi in α. Because two
differentγj andγl (that are intervals) need not intersect, we
havedim(R) ≤ k + 1. ��

For the following theorem, we say that a philosopher is the
pioneerof a round of passages if the philosopher initiates the
first passage of the round (where the philosopher must attend
a forum as a captain).
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Theorem 4.13 (Time Complexity)Suppose that a philoso-
pher pi has made a request. LetR be the set of passages
that are initiated afterpi has made the request, and that must
be completed beforepi can enter the meeting room. Then,
dim(R) ≤ (N − 1)(3N − 2)/2.

Proof. Let t1 be the time at whichpi makes its request (say
Request(〈i, vsni〉,X)), andt2 be the timepi enters the meet-
ing room to attendX. Suppose thatR consists ofl rounds of
passagesR1, R2, . . . , Rl. By the mutual exclusion property
of the algorithm,dim(R) =

∑
1≤k≤l dim(Rk).

Clearly, of thel rounds of passages, at most one of them is
initiated beforet1. By Lemma 4.4, every otherpj can establish
at most two rounds of passages in betweent1 andt2 such that
pi must wait until the passages in the two rounds are completed
beforepi can enter the meeting room. Sol ≤ 2(N − 1) + 1.
However, recall from the proof of Lemma 4.4 that of the 2
rounds of passagespj establishes, one must be initiated in
the way thatpi acknowledgespj ’s request beforet1, while
the other is initiated in the way thatpi acknowledgespj ’s
request aftert1. So if a philosopher has initiated a passage
α in betweent1 and t2 such thatα belongs to a round that
is initiated beforet1, then the philosopher can establish at
most one round of passages in betweent1 and t2. So for
the worst case scenario, we may assume thatl = 2(N − 1)
and all the roundsR1, R2, . . . , Rl are initiated aftert1. Let
R1, R2, . . . , RN−1 be the rounds that are initiated in the way
that pi acknowledges the pioneers’ requests beforet1, and
RN , RN+1, . . . , R2(N−1) are initiated in the way thatpi ac-
knowledges the pioneers’ requests aftert1.

Consider each roundRk. Observe that if a philosopher
pj has been captured by the pioneer ofRk while the pio-
neer is in the meeting room, thenpj ’s next request must be
received bypi after t1, and sopj cannot be the pioneer of
R1, R2, . . . , RN−1 after it has made the new request. How-
ever,pj can still be the pioneer ofRN , RN+1, . . . , R2(N−1)
becausepj ’s new request may still have a priority higher than
the priority ofpi’s requestRequest(〈i, vsni〉,X). This means
that for each pioneer ofRN , RN+1, . . . ,R2(N−1), the pioneer
of the round may capture at mostN − 2 philosophers; while
for each pioneer ofR1, R2, . . . , RN−1, one can capture no
philosopher, one captures one, one captures two,. . . , and one
capturesN − 2. By Lemma 4.12, therefore,

dim(R) =
∑

1≤k≤l

dim(Rk)

= (N − 1)(3N − 2)/2 ��

4.4 Simulation results

The simulation was conducted in a setting similar to that for
RA1 (see Sect.3.3). In the first experiment we studied how
RA2 reacts to contention. We considered five different values
of m (2, 3, 5, 10, and 30) for both random forum choice and
fixed forum choice. The results are shown in Fig. 7. From the
two top charts we see that the average round size increases
as the level of contention increases. The two second charts
from the top show that the numbers of forum switches for
m = 2, 3, 5 and10 (left chart), and form = 2∗, 3∗, 5∗ and
10∗ (right chart) are all significantly smaller than that form =

30∗, where philosophers use the meeting room in a mutually
exclusive style. Likewise, the throughput ratio (shown in the
two third charts from the top) also increases as the level of
contention increases.All these results show that RA2 performs
much better than RA1 does. The two bottom charts show the
average number of messages (×(N − 1)) needed per request
to the meeting room. Although, as analyzed in Theorem 4.10,
the worst case message complexity of RA2 is3(N − 1), the
average message complexity never exceeds2.3(N − 1) in the
simulation. In contrast, RA1’s message complexity is fixed to
2(N − 1).

In the second experiment we studied the performance of
RA2 with respect to the number of foram. For eachm, we con-
sidered five levels of contention: 100% (withµthinking = 0),
50% (with µthinking = 250ms), 33.3% (withµthinking =
500ms), 20% (withµthinking = 1000ms), and 5.9% (with
µthinking = 4000ms). The results are shown in Fig. 8. Com-
pared with the results in Fig. 5, we see that whenm increases,
RA2’s performance decreases more gradually than RA1 does.

In the third experiment we studied how concurrency and
delay are affected by various capturing policies, thereby study-
ing the tradeoff between concurrency and delay under various
entry policies. Recall that in RA2 only captains are allowed
to capture. Capturing increases concurrency at the expense of
delaying granting some requests to different fora. By disabling
the capturing procedure in RA2, we can see how concurrency
and delay are affected by the capturing procedure. Note that
in this case RA2’s entry policy reduces to RA1’s.

We also modified RA2 to allow successors to capture,
so as to see if RA2’s concurrency can be further increased.
It is clear that successors can capture philosophers only in
some restricted way, or else livelocks could occur (because
two philosophers may repeatedly attend the same forum via
the capturing procedure, thereby blocking a third philosopher
from attending a different forum). We considered two possible
modifications: In the first modification, we allow a successor
pi to capture a philosopherpj only if pi does not have a re-
quest for a different forum by a third philosopher. We shall
use RA2∗ to denote this modification.

In the second modification, we allow capturing to go at
mostk levels from a given captain for some constantk. More
precisely, we call a philosopher captured by a captainfirst-
generation successor. An l th-generation successor attending
a forum can capture a philosopher (also by sending it aStart
message) requesting the same forum ifl < k. The captured
philosopher is called an(l + 1)th-generation successor, and
is also allowed to capture if(l+1) < k. We shall use RA2(k)
to denote this modification. It can be seen that RA2 can be
easily modified to RA2(k). Since RA2(k) allows up tok th-
generation successors, RA2(1) reduces to the original version
of RA2 that was presented in Sect.4.1, and RA2(0) reduces
to the version of RA2 that does not allow any philosopher to
capture.

We measured how a philosopher’s request is delayed by
measuring the time a philosopher stays in statewaiting per
request. To see how this delay is affected globally and locally
under different entry policies, we measured (1) theoverall
delay, which is the average delay for all philosophers, and
(2) thecaptain’s delay, which is the average delay for only
captains. It is clear that in RA2(k) and RA2∗, a round of
forum must be initiated by a philosopher entering the forum
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Fig. 7.RA2’s performance with respect to contention. The left four charts are for random forum choice, and the right four charts are for fixed
forum choice
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as a captain. So the captain’s delay indicates when a round
of forum is ongoing and some philosophers are waiting for
a different forum, how these philosophers are delayed when
we allow late philosophers to jump over them to attend the
ongoing forum.

In the first part of this experiment we studied the following
algorithms: RA2∗, RA2(0), RA2(1), RA2(3), and RA2(10)
under different levels of contention. The number of foram
is set to2∗ (with fixed forum choice). The results are shown
in Fig. 9. From the results we see that capturing is crucial
in boosting the performance of the system. Without capturing
(as in RA2(0)), the measured values for round size, number of
forum switches, throughput ratio, overall delay, and captain’s
delay are all significantly worse than those that allow captur-
ing. Only message complexity is slightly reduced (to2(N−1)
as in RA1).

By comparing the results for RA2∗ and RA2(1), we see
that allowing successors to capture while no other philosopher
is waiting for a different forum has little help to increase RA2’s
concurrency. Intuitively, this is because when a philosopher
pi requests a forumX while X is ongoing, the chances that
no other philosopher is waiting for a different forum and all
philosophers currently attendingX are successors are quite
low. (If some philosopher attendingX is a captain,pi will be
captured by the captain as in RA2.)

Moreover, by comparing the results for RA2(1), RA2(3),
and RA2(10), we see that allowing capturing to go more than

one level does improve RA2’s concurrency. However, the im-
provement fromk = 1 to k > 1 is not as significant as the
improvement fromk = 0 to k = 1. On the other hand, cap-
tain’s delays fork = 3 andk = 10 are generally longer than
that fork = 1 (see the bottom right chart).

In the second part of the concurrency vs. delay experiment,
we then studied howk affects RA2(k). For each value ofk,
we consider four cases:m = 2∗ with µthinking = 250ms,
m = 2∗ with µthinking = 1000ms,m = 5∗ with µthinking =
250ms, andm = 5∗ with µthinking = 1000ms. The results
are shown in Fig. 10. Again, we can see that other than mes-
sage complexity, RA2(1) performs significantly better than
RA2(0) does. Fork ≥ 1, from the top left chart we see that
the round size increases ask increases for the following three
cases:m = 2∗, µthinking = 250ms, m = 2∗, µthinking =
1000ms, andm = 5∗, µthinking = 250ms. Because the num-
ber of philosophers that can potentially attend the same forum
is fixed (toN/m), in the above three cases the number of times
a philosopher can be captured to re-enter an ongoing forum
increases as the capturing level increases. Likewise, the num-
ber of forum switches (see the middle left chart) decreases as
k increases.

Note that the round size form = 5∗, µthinking = 1000ms
is roughly unchanged fork ≥ 1. This is because when the
number of philosophers that can potentially attend the same
forum is small, and the time philosophers stay in statethinking
is long, there is little chance for a successor to meet some
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Fig. 9.Performance of RA2∗ and a family of RA2(k) with respect to contention. The number of foram is set to2∗

philosopher requesting the same forum while the successor is
in a forum. Similarly, the number of forum switches is roughly
not affected byk for k ≥ 1.

On the other hand, throughput ratio and overall delay stay
approximately the same for allk ≥ 1 in the four cases. This
means that the overall performance of the system has almost
reached its limit whenk = 1. Together with the fact that
forum size increases ask increases (for the casesm = 2∗,
µthinking = 250ms; m = 2∗, µthinking = 1000ms; and
m = 5∗, µthinking = 250ms), we can expect that captain’s
delay will increase ask increases. This is witnessed by the
results shown in the bottom right chart.

Finally, message complexity is roughly not affected by
k. From the results we can conclude that, in general,k = 1
achieves the minimal delay globally and locally while offering
the best throughput of the system.

5 Conclusions and future work

We have presented a simple algorithm RA1 for CTP. The
algorithm is a straightforward modification from Ricart and
Agrawala’s algorithm forn-process mutual exclusion.We then
showed that although RA1 appears to be fine from various
static measures (with2(N−1) in message complexity, forum-
switch complexity, and time complexity), it behaves like a mu-
tual exclusion algorithm (where only one philosopher can be in
a forum at a time) when the number of foram the philosophers
in CTP may like to hold increases. As analyzed in Sect.3.2,
this performance degradation is due to the combination of the
following two facts:

– The entry policy that no philosopher can attend a forum if
there is a higher priority request from a different philoso-
pher waiting to attend a different forum.
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Fig. 10.Performance of RA2(k) with respect tok

– When two groups of philosophers request two different
fora simultaneously, the “order” of their requests enforced
by the system (that is used to determine the priorities of
the requests) is likely to place philosophers of different
groups, rather than philosophers of the same group, in an
adjacent order.

Based on this finding we then proposed a weaker entry
policy as follows, and presented a new algorithm RA2 to im-
plement this policy:

– No philosopherpj can attend a forumX if there is a higher
priority request from somepk waiting to enter a different
forum, unless there is anotherpi already inX such that
pi’s request has priority higher thanpk ’s request.

RA2 requiresN to3(N−1) messages per entry to the meeting
room, and has forum-switch complexity2(N − 1), and time
complexityO(N2). Although these static measures do not
differ much from those of RA1, RA2 performs significantly
better than RA1 does at run time.

Based on RA2, we have also studied several other entry
policies. Specifically, we allow capturing in RA2 to go tok
generations so thatl th-generation successors are allowed to
capture ifl < k for some constantk. Our experimental results
indicate that, in general,k = 1 (i.e., RA2’s original entry
policy) achieves the minimal delay globally and locally while
offering the best throughput of the system.

The comparison between RA1 and RA2 also highlights
several directions for future work. For example, in the worst
case, RA2 needsN − 1 more messages per entry to the meet-
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ing room than RA1 does (although in the simulation RA2’s
average message complexity is no more than2.3(N − 1)).
Moreover, each request in RA2 bears a vector timestamp,
while only a timestamp is needed in RA1. The use of vec-
tor timestamps compromises the scalability of RA2. Thus, it
will be interesting to see if RA2 can be further improved to
reduce its message complexity and message size. It will also
be interesting to see, from the information structure point of
view, minimum information required for exchange between
processes for various entry policies.

In the paper we have chosen Ricart and Agrawala’s algo-
rithm as our first step for solving group mutual exclusion in
computer networks. As we said before, the choice came from
the observation that the algorithm can be straightforwardly
extended to group mutual exclusion, while no other mutual
exclusion algorithms we are aware of exhibit this simplicity
in the extension. Nevertheless, this simple algorithm suffers a
severe performance degradation and so it is interesting to see
why this degradation occurs and how it can be avoided. As
discussed above, the degradation is due to the fact that when
two groups of processes request for critical section simultane-
ously, the “order” of their requests enforced by the system is
likely to place processes of different groups, rather than pro-
cesses of the same group, in an adjacent order. So to increase
concurrency, requests cannot be granted entirely based on this
order. We believe that this finding can be applied to other
“permission-based” approaches to group mutual exclusion.

In the literature numerous algorithms have been pro-
posed for mutual exclusion (see, for example, brief surveys
from [23,21,24]) and fork-exclusion (see, e.g., [19,25,4,3,
13,8]) in computer networks. These algorithms can be broadly
classified into two categories:token basedand permission
based[21]. Token based algorithms achieve mutual exclu-
sion through a unique token competed for by the processes,
while in permission based algorithms a process seeks permis-
sions to enter the critical section from some set of processes
called aquorum[9]. In general, token based algorithms pro-
duce less message traffic, but have long minimum synchro-
nization delay. (Minimum synchronization delayis the mini-
mum delay, measured by message transmission time, from the
time a process invokes a mutual exclusion request to the time
it enters the critical section.) In contrast, permission based al-
gorithms have short minimum synchronization delay, and are
more fault-tolerant because a quorum usually consists of a
subset of the processes in the system. Its message complexity
depends on the size of the quorum a process uses. For exam-
ple, thefinite projective planesquorum system proposed by
Maekawa [17] has quorum size

√
N , and so a mutual exclusion

algorithm based on this quorum system requires onlyO(
√
N)

messages per entry to the critical section. (For comparison,
Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm needsO(N) messages, and
cannot tolerate any site failure.)

In light of the above discussion, it might be interesting to
investigate quorum-based algorithms for group mutual exclu-
sion. As discussed above, a process must acquire a quorum
(i.e., obtains permission from every member of the quorum)
in order to enter the critical section. A quorum member gives
permission to only one process at a time. So a quorum system
for mutual exclusion requires that every two quora in the sys-
tem intersect, and a quorum system fork-exclusion requires

that any collection ofk+1 quora contains a pair of intersecting
quora.

It is clear that that quorum systems for mutual exclusion
are not suitable for group mutual exclusion, for otherwise, only
one process can be in the critical section at a time. Similarly,
quorum systems fork-exclusion cannot be applied to group
mutual exclusion, for otherwise, two processes from different
groups might successfully acquire two disjoint quora simulta-
neously and then both enter the critical section. Thus, quorum
systems for group mutual exclusion must be completely re-
designed. Our future work will focus on the design of quorum
systems for group mutual exclusion.
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Appendix A: Definition on concurrent occupancy

The definition of “concurrent occupancy” given in the paper is
due to Keane and Moir [14], but the term was recently coined
by Hadzilacos [10]. In the original specification of CTP [12],
I used the term “concurrent entering” to exclude solutions
to CTP that may impose unnecessary synchronization among
philosophers attending a forum when no one else is interested
in a different forum. The definition given in [12] is as follows:

Concurrent Entering : If some philosophers are inter-
ested in a forum and no philosopher is interested in a
different forum, then the philosophers can attend the
forum concurrently.

Unnecessary synchronization occurs, for example, in solutions
that directly or indirectly apply ordinary mutual exclusion al-
gorithms to solve the problem. The use of such algorithms
forces philosophers to wait for one another in order toenter
the meeting room, even if no other philosopher is interested in
a different forum. However, the phrase “attend the forum con-
currently” although suggestive is somewhat vague. Keane and
Moir [14] later gave a different interpretation of the definition
as seen in Sect.1:

Concurrent Occupancy: If some philosopherp has
requested a forumX and no philosopher is currently
attending or requesting a different forum, thenp can
attendX without waiting for other processes to leave
the forum.

The definition they gave is weaker than what I intended. In
particular, their definition precludes a direct application of
ordinary mutual exclusion algorithms to CTP, but does not
preclude the use of such algorithms as a primitive.

The distinction between these two definitions was recently
clarified by Hadzilacos [10]. He called Keane and Moir’s def-
inition “concurrent occupancy”, and gave a precise definition
for “concurrent entering” in a shared-memory model as fol-
lows:
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If a philosopherp requests a forum and no philosopher
requests a different forum, thenp enters the meeting
room within a bounded number of its own steps.

A fundamental difference between shared memory and
message passing is that in shared memory, a processp can
communicate with another processq (by reading their shared
variables) withoutq’s step, while this is not possible in mes-
sage passing. Since communication is necessary in group mu-
tual exclusion, no message-passing algorithm for CTP can
satisfy Hadzilacos’s definition of concurrent entering. So the
paper adopted Keane and Moir’s definition of “concurrent oc-
cupancy”. As commented above, their definition precludes a
direct application of ordinary mutual exclusion algorithms to
CTP, but does not preclude the use of such algorithms as a
primitive. Nevertheless, the algorithms presented in the paper
do not use such primitives.
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